File service is a fundamental computing requirement, but one that has been problematic for mobile users. Concerns about the latency associated with transferring large amounts of data over network connections of unknown quality have led to rather ad hoc approaches that provide some functionality, but with uncertain performance. Through a series of trace-driven simulation experiments, we investigate performance issues relating to providing remote le system support to mobile users through optimistic caching at the mobile client. Tradeo s between resources and performance are explored across a variety of design choices, speci cally issues relating to system con guration, policies for le system updates (write backs), and choice of caching unit (whole-le caching or block-based caching). The results of our experiments show that it is possible to provide quite acceptable remote le service to weakly connected mobile clients, even when bandwidth is limited. Reads can be serviced in a timely manner, updates can be committed in an acceptable period of time, and resource requirements at the client are modest.
INTRODUCTION
Improvements in the capabilities and portability of notebook computers and hand-held personal digital assistants (PDAs), coupled with increased user expectations for \anywhere, anytime" connectivity, have given rise to increasing demands for mobile computing. In this new paradigm the computer accompanies the user, for use in di erent locations as he/she travels about. This presents signi cant challenges for operating system and network designers to meet user expectations of functionality and performance. The goal is to make transparent to the user (or at least to the application program) any changes that might occur in the point and type of network connection, thus allowing the user to work in the same manner and with the same productivity from any location.
Prominent among services mobile clients require, wherever they might be located and however they might be connected, is le service. Access to data is a fundamental system requirement and, even when roaming, users want access to the data that resides on their (home) le server. In the absence of automatic le system support for location-independent operation, mobile users must rely on ad hoc methy Presently at Open Text in Waterloo, Ontario, Canada ods to maintain and update separate copies of les manually, at both the mobile client and the le server 1]. More sophisticated \mobility-tolerant" le systems attempt to remove this burden from the user by employing automatic le replication management techniques, central to which is the caching of le replicas at client machines. To reduce the reliance on the network, le system \reads" are read from the cache and le system \writes" are logged for later propogation to the le server upon reconnection 2]. Although this allows some measure of operability while mobile, any attempt to access data not cached (a cache miss) might be problematic (even fatal if the mobile client is currently disconnected). As well, delays in the reintegration of le changes with the home le server (write backs) can lead to consistency problems. Support for disconnected and weakly connected operation has been studied by researchers at Carnegie Mellon University 3] and the University of Michigan 4] , who have shown that even a weak connection can permit enough processing of read misses and write backs to maintain operability while mobile.
Adapting le system support so that it can be made available to mobile clients across the full range of connection possibilities is the overall goal of this 2 K. W. Froese and R. B. Bunt research, and e ective cache management is a fundamental element of any solution. Although le caching has been extensively studied, its application to the mobile environment has not. As Banerji 5] has noted, Caching issues are beginning to predominate the open research topics in mobile computing]. In between connected and disconnected states, there are many states of expensive, intermittent and unreliable connections. Adapting caching to these varying situations is a necessity.
Not only is the cache the key to achieving le system functionality, it is also the key to achieving acceptable performance, an issue that has not been adequately addressed. This paper examines some of the design issues relating to le caching at mobile clients, and reports results from trace-driven simulation experiments investigating the performance/resource tradeo s associated with factors such as cache size, bandwidth, write-back policy, and caching unit. The results show that quite acceptable le service can be provided to mobile clients, even with modest sized client caches and low bandwidth connections.
The needs of the mobile user will determine the type and quality of services that \mobility-aware" operating systems and networks will need to provide. We envision several key requirements of the mobile user that will in uence the design of support for mobile operation. First, the mobile user will require access to a common set of resources and services regardless of his or her working location. Second, mobility must be seamless; this means that no special actions should be required of the user when working in di erent locations, and the user should not be aware of actions taken by the operating system to accommodate mobility. Finally, users will be willing to trade some performance for mobility (but only some). Although it will not be necessary to satisfy the requests of a mobile user as promptly as those of a user in a fully connected LAN environment for example, performance remains an important concern.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the di erent types of connectivity that a mobile client may experience. Section 3 focuses on issues relating to cache management. The elements of the experimental methodology are described in Section 4, and the simulation results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the paper and presents conclusions from the study.
NETWORK CONNECTIONS FOR MOBILE COMPUTING
We envision a style of location-independent computing that derives from LAN-based client-server distributed systems. Each user is assumed to originate from such a LAN (called his/her home location), where the home le server resides. While there may be several le servers at the home location, such a con guration can be thought of as a single logical le server. Apart from the home location (say, the workplace), a user may work from several other locations from time to time, such as a place of residence, a hotel room, or an airport, where the type and quality of network connection will vary. At various points in time the mobile client may be strongly connected (connected to the le server over a fast and reliable link), disconnected (no network connection to the le server), or weakly connected (connected to the le server over a slow and possibly error-prone or expensive link 3], such as a modem connection or radio link). For our experiments we assume that only one type of connection will be experienced during any given working session, although this is not a requirement of the approaches we consider. While strongly connected, the mobile client can operate as it would in a traditional LAN environment 1 . The client can also use periods of strong connection to prepare for future periods of weak connection or disconnection (this is discussed in greater detail later). While operating in a disconnected mode, the mobile client must rely totally on its le cache to satisfy all its le system requests (reads and writes). The client can perform any operation on cached les that could be performed while connected, but any attempt to access a le not in its cache (i.e. a cache miss) is, of course, a fatal error. For this approach to be useful, the cache must contain (prior to disconnection) all the les on which the user will want to work while disconnected, and thus whole-le caching, as opposed to le block caching, is used when supporting disconnected operation. Various approaches to \pre-loading" the cache (called hoarding) have been advocated, including attempting to keep a userde ned set of les in the cache 7], and applying long-term predictive caching techniques 8, 9] . For weakly connected clients some access to the home le server is available over the network, but the connection bandwidth is a limiting resource to be managed carefully. While weakly connected, the client uses the network only when absolutely necessary, 3 for miss processing or periodic write backs to maintain some level of le system consistency.
Issues relating to disconnected and weakly connected operation are discussed in greater detail in the following subsections.
Disconnected Operation
Mobile clients are forced to operate in disconnected mode when no network connection is available or when there are problems with the connection. This mode has been examined in previous studies 2, 10, 7] and le management techniques based on optimistic caching of whole-le replicas at the client have been proposed. Prior to going mobile, the client's cache gathers les for use while disconnected. This process is called hoarding in the Coda le system 2]. While disconnected, all read operations must be processed in cache (misses are fatal errors that probably require termination of the application) and all write operations are logged. Upon reconnection with the home network, the log le is replayed, which has the e ect of propagating to the home le server all le system changes that were made while disconnected. In this way, the nal state of the le system is the same as if the changes were made while connected, although considerable time may have elapsed since the changes were actually made. Log les can be optimised to save disk space at the client and to decrease the time needed for reintegration 4, 7] . This optimisation is accomplished through recognition of which operations actually a ect the nal state of the le system. For example, if the same part of a le is updated more than once, only the last update needs to be kept in the log, since the previous changes are \overwrit-ten" by later changes. We call these \overlapping writes".
For disconnected operation to be practical, the le system must provide optimistic replication of les. That is, multiple copies of les are allowed to exist and be updated independently, but attempts are made to detect and resolve update con icts should any occur 11]. Some studies have shown that update con icts occur only rarely 2, 12, 7] , and that optimistic replication is an acceptable strategy for a disconnected environment.
Weakly Connected Operation
Weakly connected operation (also called \partially connected " 13] ) is similar to disconnected operation, but with a few important extensions. A key advantage is that cache misses are no longer fatal. If the requested le is not in the cache, then the read request is sent to the home le server over the network, and the le is then transfered to the client (albeit slowly). When a client issues a write, the operation is saved in the log le but the write may later be sent to a le server over the network to reduce the likelihood of update con icts occurring. This might be of great bene t in environments where le sharing is common. Techniques for supporting weakly connected operation have been studied by 14, 3, 15] . These are based on the same caching techniques used to support disconnected operation { whole-le caching of optimistically replicated les and logs of changes. As with with disconnected operation, les are hoarded prior to going mobile, and any updates made to les while mobile are logged. The weak connection is used for two purposes: to retrieve any requested les that are not cached (misses) and to send log entries back to the le server when appropriate. This is called trickle reintegration in Coda 2] and background replay in AFS 10].
ISSUES IN CLIENT CACHE MAN-AGEMENT
File caching in strongly connected environments is well understood, having been used in distributed systems for many years 16, 17, 18] , but the use of le caching to permit disconnected or weakly connected operation is a much more recent innovation. While many le caching issues have been addressed, current systems still have limitations. Ultimately, good management strategies for mobile computing will be those that provide transparent operability across all connection environments, with acceptable performance. E ective cache management is the key to both functionality and performance.
In this paper, our focus is on the resource/performance tradeo s that exist with respect to mobile client le cache management. In this context we examine con guration parameters, caching policies, policies for scheduling write backs, and choice of caching unit.
Con guration Parameters { Two complementary issues are considered here: the amount of cache space at the client and the transmission capacity of the network connection. These are complementary in the sense that one can be traded o for the other: the ability to hold more items in the cache reduces the need to fetch them over the network, and reduces delay in the application to process misses; on the other hand, a faster connection means that items can be fetched more quickly, and so there 4 K. W. Froese and R. B. Bunt is less need to cache as many of them. The amount of cache space at the client is an important consideration when disk space is limited, as it may be in a laptop, notebook, or palmtop computer. What is allocated to cache is, of course, unavailable for general use. The capacity of the network connection is determined by a variety of factors, most of which are beyond the user's control. For this study we specify capacity in terms of bandwidth, but we mean more by \bandwidth" than simply the rated capacity of the immediate link to the network. \Low bandwidth" may arise from a low-technology connection, from congestion on the network, from distance from the home network, or from a combination of all three. We do not di erentiate among the causes in this rst-order investigation.
Caching Policies { There are two basic issues of interest here: the fetch policy that determines which items are loaded into the cache (and when), and the replacement policy that determines which items they will replace, both in regular operation and in the hoarding period. Items can be fetched on demand or prefetched (with or without explicit user advice) in anticipation of use, and can replace previously cached items according to their expectation of future need. Di erent approaches to all of these come with their own attendant bene ts and drawbacks.
Write-Back Scheduling { An important issue is how (and when) le modi cations that have been stored in the client's log le can and should be propagated back to the le server. Two con icting goals complicate write-back scheduling. First, it is desirable to write back the contents of the log le as soon as possible in order to reduce the likelihood of update con icts occurring due to sharing of les under an optimistic replication scheme 13, 3]. As well, performing write backs promptly helps reduce the size of the log le, freeing local client resources (disk space), and the reintegration time. Timely write backs also help protect le modi cations from loss due to failure, damage, or theft of the mobile client 3]. Con icting with the bene ts of eagerly performing write backs is the need for reads to have priority for network usage. Any time a le must be transfered from a server (in response to a read miss), it is likely that both the application which requested the le and the user will be stalled until the read has been completed.
Therefore it is important that reads start (and complete) as soon as possible. Performing write backs can interfere with this goal, particularly if \whole-le" caching is being used. An advantage of delaying (and thus a disadvantage of eagerly performing) write backs is the fact that it is common for several modi cations to be made to a le over a short period of time (overlapping writes), and the number of actual I/O operations which need to be performed can be reduced substantially by delaying the write back. Huston and Honeyman 13] found that as many as 70% of operations stored in a log le could be eliminated by delaying write backs. We investigate the performance implications and resource requirements of several write-back scheduling policies, including both conservative and aggressive approaches.
Choice of Caching Unit { When a mobile client operates in disconnected mode, whole-le caching is the only practical approach { having only part of a le cached is likely of little value if the rest of the le cannot be accessed. This is not necessarily true when weakly connected, however. In this respect, a weakly connected environment is similar to a strongly connected environment. With even a low-bandwidth network connection, block caching is an option. Two features of block caching make it an attractive option for weakly connected operation. First, block transfers can complete more quickly than le transfers. The less time a transfer needs to complete, the sooner the user can resume working. This could be particularly advantageous at low bandwidths where le transfers are very time consuming. Additionally, the use of blocks as the caching unit means that it is not necessary to transfer the entire contents of a le to the client if the whole le is not referenced. Again this could be very useful in a low-bandwidth situation, since it allows more bandwidth to remain free for other read or write-back activity. We compare the performance of block and whole-le caching, for a range of bandwidths.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
If mobility is to be truely seamless then the style and type of work performed must be una ected by location and by type of connection. Consequently, the approach taken in this study was to gather detailed traces of read and write activity from real users performing \everyday" work in a strongly con-nected LAN environment, and then to use these traces to drive simulations of a mobile client's le cache, with the goal of measuring the performance impact of mobility on normal le system activity. This section begins with a description of the type of mobile environment envisioned. The techniques used to collect the traces are described next, followed by a discussion of the simulation model.
The Mobile Environment
The type of work done at the mobile client is assumed to be that found in a typical academic/research environment: such things as text editing, compiling programs from source code, document preparation and viewing, and information browsing (such as using a World Wide Web client). Despite arguments 1] that this is not the type of work that mobile users will do, we focus on this type of workload for two reasons, one conceptual and one practical. First, we contend that it is impossible to predict accurately what future workloads from mobile environments will look like. We believe that stronger results are obtained using a workload model based on current data rather than one based on some speculative model of future user behaviour. Second, this is the type of environment in which we work, and so this is the type of workload to which we have ready access. Figure 1 shows the system model. The mobile client connects to the home le server over the Internet. Prior to leaving home, the client le cache manager prepares for going mobile by hoarding information (either whole les or le blocks) while the client is strongly connected. While mobile, the cache is the key to le system functionality and performance. Whenever the client attempts to read from a le, the cache is searched for the information requested. If the information requested is present in the cache no network access is needed; if not, then the read request is placed in the read queue where it waits for access to the network. When the network becomes available, the request is sent to the le server over the weak connection, and the information requested is then transfered to the client. When a client issues a write, the operation is saved in the log le, and is placed in the write queue. The write may later be sent to the le server over the weak connection for le system reintegration. We consider only weakly connected operation 2 in this investigation. Issues relating to disconnected and weakly connected operation are discussed in greater detail in the following subsections.
Collection of Workload Traces
Traces of real le system activity from real users were collected in the Distributed Systems Performance Laboratory in the Computer Science Department at the University of Saskatchewan over a period of one week. To obtain the traces, modications were made to the HP-UX 9.05 operating system kernel to record all read() and write() system calls. Information such as the device and inode numbers of les, user ID's, and le sizes was recorded. A complete list of the parameters recorded is given in Table 1 . Unlink() system calls (for le deletion) are not included in these particular traces. Since inodes are reused by the le system, it is possible for a le to be deleted and a new le created with the same device and inode number as the deleted le. Our simulator does not recognise the new le as being distinct from the original le, but the error introduced should be small since traces we gathered with unlink() calls showed that fewer than 1% of events were unlink() events.
Tracing was done simultaneously on a set of four HP Series 700 workstations over a seven-day period. To accommodate storage limitations, the traces were captured as seven day-long segments, each of which was moved to o -line storage at the end of the day. After all traces were collected, the day-long trace segments were combined into a set of four week-long, continuous traces, each from a single workstation. From these traces, the activity of single users was isolated and stored in separate trace les. These individual-user traces from each workstation were then combined (maintaining the time stamps on each event), resulting in traces which recorded the le system activity of a single user (on all four workstations) over a period of one week. This paper presents results for two of these week-long single-user traces, some characteristics of which are summarised in Table 2 . (Note that \ac-tive time" is the total length of the trace minus any periods of inactivity greater than 15 minutes in length.) These particular traces were selected for this paper for the following reasons. Trace 1 is typical of work common in our environment and displays characteristics similar to traces used in other studies (for example, the amount of le system activity and the ratio of reads to writes). Trace 2 has much more write activity and thus serves as a \stress test" for the cache update techniques. Re- 
Simulation Model
A trace-driven simulator was written to examine performance issues related to managing a mobile client's le cache. The simulator is based on the system model in Figure 1 . The client is considered to be strongly connected to the le server at rst (with a 10 Mb/sec network link), and prepares for weak connection operating in hoarding mode for some speci ed period of simulation time (24 hours in the experiments reported here). The client cache (which is of a xed size) begins empty, but stores copies of all les 3 referenced while in hoarding mode. If there is insu cient space in the cache to store a le, les are removed (according to the replacement policy in use) until there is enough space in the cache for the new le. Once the client becomes weakly connected the hoarding activity is halted. The client remains weakly connected for the remainder of the simulation.
Read/write events in the input trace le are read and processed sequentially. When a read event occurs, the client cache is searched for the requested le. If the le is present in the cache (a hit), no action is required. Otherwise, a read miss has occurred and the le is transfered from the le server to the client over the network, and the le is placed in the cache (potentially replacing other les if the cache is full). Since reads are assumed to be blocking events, no other activity occurs at the client.
When a write event occurs, the log le is updated. For the purposes of simulation the log le stores only the content of write operations and a time stamp. After each write the log le is searched for an entry that overlaps the current write. An entry is said to overlap if it is from the same le and any portion of the data in the entry is from the same segment of the le as the new entry. All overlapping log le entries are deleted, and the new entry is added to the log le. No simulation time is consumed processing a write. All writes are assumed to be non-blocking.
A write back to the le server can be performed at any time, as determined by the write-back policy in use. Regardless of policy, the oldest entry in the log le is always written back rst to ensure timely reintegration.
The simulation runs until all events in the trace have been processed. It is possible (and common) for there to be entries remaining in the log le when the simulation completes. 
Performance Metrics
As noted in 20], we need new metrics to evaluate caching strategies for mobile environments since the constraints imposed by mobility alter the traditional resource/performance tradeo s pertaining to caching. For example, \miss rate" fails to capture the profoundly di erent implications of a miss to an 8 kilobyte block of data and a miss to a 1 megabyte le { in the time needed to transfer the data, in the impact of loading it into the mobile client's cache, and in the subsequent write backs that this may induce. The metrics used in this study aim to characterise important relationships between resource consumption and performance when managing a mobile client's le cache.
For this study, we focus primarily on the amount of time required to service all I/O requests in a reference trace. This is determined by several factors, some of them related to con guration parameters, some of them related to management strategies. Our primary performance metric is time expansion, which is computed by dividing the total (simulation) time required to process all I/O events in a trace in the mobile environment by the time required to process the same trace while strongly connected. The resulting ratio provides an indication of the \slowdown" resulting from the nature of the mobile connection, and thus the performance impact of mobility. Time expansion is a ected by several factors: the number of cache misses, the amount of time spent transferring les requested by applications that resulted in cache misses (read service time), and the amount of time read service is suspended waiting for write backs to complete (write interference time). Write interference time is of particular interest since it directly measures the extent to which the decisions of a given write-back policy extend the total time required to service all requests in a trace.
The size of the mobile client's log le is also measured. The maximum size of the log le indicates a minimum level of available disk capacity needed at the client (in addition to that required for the le cache and other local les) to operate in weakly connected mode for the duration of the trace. The period of time from when a le is modi ed until it is written back is also of interest since it is during this period that update con icts can occur or changes can be lost because of some sort of failure. The less time an update spends in the log le, the less chance there is of such problems arising.
Caching Policies
Although they are not variables in these experiments, policy decisions in several areas impact our performance results. Throughout the experiments, all items are fetched on demand, and the Least Recently Used (LRU) policy is the basis for all cache replacement decisions 4 . LRU is widely accepted and well-understood, and preliminary experiments showed it to perform well in this application 19]. A decision was also made to x both the hoarding policy and the hoarding period. It is clear that without successful hoarding, disconnected operation is impossible and weakly connected operation is likely to be very frustrating. A range of hoarding policies were examined in our preliminary experiments 19]; LRU was found to work well in general, and a hoarding period of 24 hours was found to provide an adequate basis for the week-long traces considered.
Write-Back Policies
Since the demand placed on a mobile client's network connection by le system requests may exceed the bandwidth available, it is necessary to implement policies which control access to the network. In this study, there are two competing sources of network tra c: the read queue and the write queue (see Section 4.1 and Figure 1) . Requests in the read queue are given access to the network immediately upon the network becoming idle because application stall time must be minimized. While weakly 8 K. W. Froese and R. B. Bunt connected, requests in the write queue (i.e. write backs) are given access according to the write-back policy in e ect.
There are many possible policies for scheduling write backs { some of them more aggressive in seeking reintegration, some more conservative. In our terminology aggressive policies focus on performing more frequent write backs, with secondary consideration given to the possibility of degrading read performance, while conservative policies attempt to avoid interfering with reads, and perform fewer write backs as a result. We consider the following representative policies in this study:
Aggressive Policies: { Idle Write Back (Idle WB): write back the oldest log le entry when the network has been idle for some xed period I. { Lottery (Lotto): hold a lottery (with the write queue receiving W tickets and the read queue receiving R tickets) after each transfer (read or write) has completed, or if the network has been idle for some xed period I; write back the oldest log le entry whenever the write queue wins a lottery.
Conservative Policies: { Delayed Write Back (Delayed WB): write back the oldest log le entry if it has been in the log le for at least some xed aging period A, and if the network has been idle for some xed period I. { Preemptive Write Back (Preemptive WB): begin writing back the oldest log le entry if it has been in the log le for at least some xed aging period A, and if the network has been idle for some xed period I; halt the write back if a read request occurs.
Baseline Policy: { No Write Back (No WB): perform no write backs at all while weakly connected. Each of these policies 5 attempts to perform writes whenever possible while giving priority to read traf-c. Idle WB gives priority to reads by performing writes only when the network is otherwise idle 6 . Delayed WB attempts to reap the bene ts of delaying write backs by explicitly forcing a delay, while Preemptive WB functions like Delayed WB, but gives even greater preference to reads by halting a write back in progress whenever a read request is received, resuming it from the same point at a later time. Lotto is based on the policy described in 22] (and used in AFS 13]), with modi cations to work on a whole-le basis where required.
For this study, we classify the Lotto and Idle WB policies as aggressive polices, and the Delayed WB and Preemptive WB policies as conservative. These classi cations arise from the fact that Lotto and Idle WB have fewer restrictions on when a write back can be initiated, and therefore more write backs are performed. Delayed WB and Preemptive WB are by comparison conservative, since they require that more conditions be met before a write back is performed.
Several parameters govern the behaviour of our write-back policies, and preliminary experiments were done to determine reasonable values. Results presented here are for idle time I=0.1 seconds and aging time A=15 minutes. For the Lotto policy, ticket ratios were set to match those used in 13]: the number of read tickets (R) was 11, and the number of write tickets (W) was 1. The \aggressiveness" of Lotto is easily modi ed by changing the ratio of read and write tickets.
Caching Unit
When operating in a disconnected environment, whole-le caching is the only practical approach; having only part of a le cached is likely of little value if the rest of the le cannot be accessed. This is not necessarily true in a weakly connected environment, however. In this respect, a weakly connected environment is similar to a strongly connected one. We assume whole-le caching (initially) since it has been successfully employed in systems such as Coda 2, 3, 7] .
Two features of block caching make it an attractive prospect in weakly connected environments. First, since block transfers can complete more quickly than le transfers, the time to process misses is reduced. This is appealing in lowbandwidth environments. Second, blocks are more easily accommodated within the client caches than are whole les; the fact that blocks are identically 9 sized makes for easier placement, and the fact that they are much smaller eases the demand for cache space at the client 7 . On the other hand, the frequency of misses is almost certain to increase, since repeated accesses to the same le may well refer to di erent blocks, some of which will not be cached. In a low-bandwidth environment any added use of the connection must be considered very carefully.
A set of experiments was performed to investigate the feasibility of block caching in a weakly connected environment. The experiments use the same format as is employed for le caching: a 24-hour hoarding period followed by 6 days of weakly connected operation. In preparing for going mobile, hoarding is done on a whole-le basis, as in the other experiments, but block caching is used once the client becomes weakly connected.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We present our results under categories identi ed in Section 3: in Section 5.1 we examine the resource/performance tradeo s associated with fundamental con guration parameters, in Section 5.2 we consider the performance impact of policies for write-back scheduling, and in Section 5.3 we examine the feasibility of block caching with weakly connected mobile clients.
Con guration Parameters
The rst two factors considered are the basic conguration parameters: the size of the client's le cache and the bandwidth of the client's network connection. Increasing either of these resources will (up to a point) improve le system performance for the client. A larger cache reduces the number of read misses, and more bandwidth means that those misses that do occur can be serviced more quickly. Figure 2 shows exactly this: the time expansion surface 8 is a ected by both cache size and bandwidth. The size of the client's cache is particularly important. When the client's cache is small and bandwidth is low there are many read misses, stall time is high, and time expansion is very high. Clearly a 1 MB cache yields quite unacceptable performance across all bandwidths considered for the traces used in this study. There is a clear tradeo between cache size and bandwidth { increasing either will reduce time expansion, but if either resource is in short supply, acceptable performance (as measured by time expansion) can be still be achieved by increasing the other.
The combinations of cache size and bandwidth which are needed to achieve speci c time expansion values are shown in the contour lines in Figure 3 . The numbers beside each line are time expansion values for that contour. When the cache is small (less than 10 MB in our simulations), many misses occur, and very high bandwidth is necessary to maintain acceptable expansion times. When the cache is larger (10 MB or more for these traces), fewer misses occur and less bandwidth is needed to achieve the same level of performance. While the actual cache sizes and bandwidths which are needed to keep time expansion low will obviously be workload dependent, the qualitative relationship between cache size and bandwidth seen here should change little.
Write-Back Policy
The management of le updates also impacts le system performance at a weakly connected mobile client. Again, tradeo s arise when managing this aspect of a client's le operations. As more (uncommitted) writes are performed, the log le will grow accordingly. As well, the longer the updates remain at the client, the greater is the chance that update con icts or data loss can occur before reintegration. By writing back the contents of the log le to the server in a timely fashion, the chance of such problems is reduced, and the log le should remain small. At the same time, however, it is important that write backs not steal too much bandwidth from the servicing of read requests (write interference), which would result in further stalling the user's work. The write-back policy employed by the mobile client must attempt to balance these tradeo s.
The main advantage of an aggressive write-back policy is that the time until updates are reintegrated with the home le server should be relatively small. Figures 4 and 5 show that this is indeed the case. For our traces, the Idle WB policy (the most aggressive policy we examine) can reintegrate le updates in 20 minutes or less (often much less) across a range of cache sizes and bandwidths. The more conservative policies (Delayed WB, Preemptive WB) often take more than ve times longer to reintegrate updates (but then provide increased opportunities for overlapping writes).
Another reason to perform write backs aggressively is to keep the log le small. This is particularly important when disk space at the client is limited. Figures 6 and 7 show the maximum size attained by the log le in our simulations. Interestingly, the log le sizes are very similar for both traces presented, even though much more write activity is present in Trace 2. This indicates that the writes overlap much more in Trace 2, keeping the number of log entries small. The ability of aggressive write-back policies to reduce the size of the log le is clear. While the 25% to 50% reduction in log size observed for our traces is not dramatic given that the log never exceeds 2 MB, such a reduction could indeed be valuable under other workloads, especially considering that this saving is consistent across cache sizes and bandwidths.
It is not surprising that write-back policies can be designed that keep both the time until reintegration and the size of the log le small. However, it is less clear whether or not the use of such policies will still allow cache misses to be serviced in a timely manner. Figures 8 and 9 show the fraction of total time attributable to write interference for the various write-back policies. While conservative policies often experience considerably less write interference than aggressive policies, write interference time never exceeded two percent of total time for our traces, even for aggressive write-back policies. Not surprisingly, write interference increases as more writes are performed at the client, as seen by the higher levels of interference for Trace 2 compared to Trace 1. Considering that writes account for over two-thirds of the requests in Trace 2, it seems unlikely that most workloads would ever experience any signi cant amount of write interference, even in low bandwidth environments.
Finally, the e ect of write-back policy on time expansion is shown in Figure 10 . Without much write activity (Trace 1), there is little di erence between policies, but with more activity (Trace 2), the aggressive policies have slightly more impact than the conservative ones. Even with quite limited bandwidth (of 14.4 kb/sec) and these very simple policies, however, time expansion never exceeds 8%.
Block Caching Performance
Since block caching appears to o er some potential performance bene ts for weakly connected operation (see Section 4.7), a preliminary comparison of block caching and whole-le caching was carried out. A client cache of 10 MB was used, with network connections ranging in speed from 9.6 to 57.6 kb/sec. A block size of 4 kB is used, and various representative write-back policies are considered, modi ed to operate on either a block or a whole-le basis. Figure 11 shows the time expansion values experienced by block and whole-le caches for various policies. The use of block caching has a signi cant impact on time expansion; in fact, the e ect of block caching is greater than the e ect of choice of writeback policy. For both traces, block caching results in less time expansion than whole-le caching, regardless of the write-back policy in use. The di er- ence becomes less as the connection bandwidth increases, suggesting that block caching may be even more desirable when bandwidth is low, contrary to expectations. Figure 12 shows the impact of block caching on write interference. With an aggressive write-back policy such as Idle WB, block caching may result in much less interference, particularly at low bandwidths. For conservative policies such as Delayed WB, the di erence is much less, and may (as with Trace 2) even be in the other direction.
Some other results (not shown) point to additional bene ts of block caching in this situation. As expected, fewer bytes are written back (more than 50% fewer in many cases) and the size of the log le is reduced signi cantly (35-60% on average).
We also saw reductions in the time to reintegration. Details of these results can be found in 19].
In summary, the presence of a weak connection presents an opportunity for block caching that is not feasible when disconnected. Our simulations found this to be bene cial. Time expansion, log size, and time in log are all reduced when block caching replaces whole-le caching. Write interference is reduced with aggressive write-back policies (especially in low bandwidth situations), but may increase slightly with conservative ones. Further advantages could come from \tuning" write-back policies for better performance when block-caching is used { something that was not done in this study. Block caching is de nitely a direction that should be explored further. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to investigate the extent to which e ective management of a mobile client's le cache can provide remote le system support with acceptable performance. It is clear that tradeo s exist between resources available and performance. This study explores the dimensions of these tradeo s.
Our simulation results show that it is possible to provide quite acceptable le system support in a weakly connected environment, servicing read requests in a timely manner while at the same time providing good update service. Even when bandwidth is low, there is enough unused network capacity that even a conservative write-back policy, such as Delayed Write Back, results in writes being reintegrated with the home le system in an acceptable period of time { less than 30 minutes in most cases. This is accomplished with very little interference with read tra c, increasing the total time required to perform all read operations by less than 2% for the workloads we examined. This level of performance can be achieved even at a modestly resourced client. For the traces used in this study, a 10 MB le cache was found to be large enough to support this type of activity. While there are de nitely performance bene ts to be gained from higher-bandwidth connections, even a 14.4 kb/sec network link proved to be enough to provide acceptable levels of performance. Simple policies work quite well.
The performance bene ts of delaying write backs FIGURE 11 . The e ect of caching unit on time expansion were found to be quite substantial. By ensuring that log le entries remain in the log le for even 15 minutes, the number of entries in the log le can be dramatically reduced by overlapping writes, in turn signi cantly reducing the number of write backs which need to be performed. In terms of managing write backs, our results show that it is not necessary for write-back policies to be complex in order to achieve acceptable levels of performance.
Several advantages to block caching are apparent from this study. Time expansion, write interference time (for aggressive write-back policies), log le size, and time entries remain in the log le are all reduced when block caching is used. The results of this study indicate that there are de nite advantages to performing block caching in a weakly connected environment. Whole-le caching is required to support disconnected operation, but designing a cache manager to adapt to a weak connection by switching to block caching when possible could prove bene cial. It could also be possible to allow the cache manager to change block size as bandwidth changes. Further investigation is required to examine issues such as how to cope with returning to a disconnected, whole-le mode of operation after performing block caching while weakly connected.
Mobile computing is here now, and although support is still somewhat limited, what is in place is sufcient to provide le system functionality to mobile clients with acceptable performance through wellmanaged caches. Functionality and performance FIGURE 12 . The e ect of caching unit on write interference time are equally important to widespread user acceptance, and e orts must proceed in both directions.
